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My remarks this morning are meant to be introductory, suggestive, and incomplete. 

They are incomplete because I do not claim that I can speak about all of 

Newfoundland and Labrador, represent all groups, appreciate every challenge. 

Instead, I am speaking from my own field work and experience over the past 35 years, 

work that has been almost exclusively outside of St. John’s. So my knowledge is more 

about Calvert on the shore, the Codroy Valley, Deep Bay or Joe Batts on Fogo, Port de 

Grave and Brigus, Belleorom and Terrenceville, English Harbour (both East and West), 

Keels, King’s Cove, Fleur de Lys and Baie Verte. 

My comments, as well, are based on my past four years of involvement with UNESCO. I first 

immersed myself in UNESCO’s intangible cultural heritage work when I represented Canada at a 

meeting in 2002 in Rio devoted to an early draft of the Intangible Cultural Heritage Convention. At that 

meeting, I had many conversations with Peter Seitel and Ralph Regenvanu, among others, and I learned 

much from both of them during our six full days of work together. Since 2002, I have also been 

affiliated with the Canadian Commission for UNESCO, and have worked on many levels in promoting 

UNESCO’s work and the ICH Convention. Unfortuately, the Dept. of Canadian Heritage (and thus the 

Government of Canada) has decided not to sign this important Convention. So that makes our work 

even more important over the next few days. We in Newfoundland and Labrador have truly become the 

leaders in Canada involving UNESCO’s initiatives in this field. What we do here is being watched by 

other provinces, and although Canadian Heritage has decided not to send any representatives here from 

its Ottawa Policy Branch–the section which so stanchly opposes UNESCO’s convention—I am sure the 

word of our recommendations will get back to Ottawa. Much of what I believe about ICH, then, comes 

directly from UNESCO’s thinking on a wide range of issues and programs. To understand what we need 

to do, to understand the idea of intangible cultural heritage (or ICH), we need first to understand what 

we have done about heritage here in 

Newfoundland and Labrador. 

A people’s heritage can be 

considered any form of expression. 

Some groups decide it is buildings, 

some decide it is artifacts from the 

past, other groups decide it is the 
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oral forms (songs, stories, beliefs) passed down over generations. When I arrived at MUN in 1973, a 

number of people commented to me that Newfoundlanders did not appreciate their heritage. The claim 

was made that residents were intent on destroying that heritage, tearing down old houses, not 

preserving important buildings. There were places like my 

Pennsylvania homeland, I was told, where people appreciated 

their heritage, but that was not happening here.  

But, boy, the Newfoundland I arrived at back in 1973 

was different from the mainland I left. Sure, the buildings were 

slowly disappearing, but the heritage of Newfoundlanders was 

living and vibrant in other ways. That first year of 73-74, the 

examples were endless. I asked at the Port de Grave Post Office 

where to find someone who knew how to spin and hook mats, 

and Greta Hussey said to come back after work. At her home 

during repeated visits, meals and cups of tea, she showed me 

how it was done. Vince Ledwell sang songs during my first visits 

to Calvert, and his wife, Monica, soon performed as well. 

During that first Christmas of mummering with the Calvert 

north side crowd, I learned the importance of the visit—wth 

the exchange of food and drink—although by the end of the 

night I fell into a snow bank   

I began to see Newfoundland and Labrador heritage not 

as static but living, living through what people knew, what 

people did. With the help of grad students Richard MacKinnon 

and Jeff Orr, we tore down Art White’s house in Ferryland one 

summer because I knew then what I continue to believe now, 

that heritage for many Newfoundlanders had little to do with 

things. Ordinary Newfoundlanders were passionate about a heritage that often could neither be seen or 

touched.  

Ironically, that same year (1973) that I came to Newfoundland, Bolivia called on UNESCO to 

explore initiatives that would eventually involve me many years later. UNESCO had begun a program to 

recognize the heritage of the world–the great monuments and built sites. But Bolivia pointed out that a 

culture’s heritage is not necessarily monuments, not just things. Indeed, the heritage of many cultures 
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around the world was oral and traditional, what was said, what was practiced, what was done. Bolivia’s 

request set in motion a number of policies that eventually led to the ICH Convention.  

In 1973, Newfoundland’s heritage was more similar to that found in the nations around the 

world that Bolivia advocated for. When Bolivia complained that year about the monument mentality of 

much of the heritage world, Newfoundland–if it had remained a nation–could have added its voice. We 

were a country of talkers and singers, with a knowledge of our lands and waters. Like Iceland or Brazil 

or India, we would now be among the current 49 signatories of the convention, rather than the 

unwilling opponent we currently are under Canada.  

This is a path we did not take, but, instead, have largely followed the path of heritage as 

things. In the 1970s, it was not long before the heritage models from central Canada, the United States, 

Great Britain (among others) became what we believed was the only option, a model that sees heritage 

as static and need of preservation. What has 

happened over the years is that we have been 

colonized by heritage models that dominate rich 

industrial/post-industrial states 

For thirty years, then, our thinking about 

our heritage has used models based not on what 

we knew and how we did things, but increasingly 

on what we could own. Institutions emerged that 

encouraged heritage work on things. People with 

sufficient income could buy, collect, restore–and 

then show off. Those less fortunate were pushed out, forsaken to the lands of vinyl siding and slider 

windows–and considered unappreciative of their heritage, even though they continued to tell their 

stories, sing their songs, mummer, cut wood, and tend their gardens. Institutional frameworks equated 

heritage with things; the national building organization Heritage Canada served as a model all across 

the country for agencies with “heritage” in their title and a mandate that dealt largely with buildings 

and historic sites. It is this tangible heritage mentality the new UNESCO Convention hopes to balance 

and complement. 

Which brings me to the UNESCO definition of ICH that covers these living traditions. To know 

what UNESCO’s work involves, and what is appropriate here in Newfoundland and Labrador, we can 

start with recent work. What UNESCO called “folklore and traditional culture” in the 1990s, by 2000 

had been relabelled as ICH. We can initially list the types of ICH that are typical: our oral traditions and 

expressions, performing arts (such as traditional music, dance and theater), social practices, rituals, 
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and festive events. However, within UNESCO’s Convention after a listing of cultural items, a more 

abstract notion of ICH is provided, and this is where our thinking about our work in Newfoundland and 

Labrador needs to focus as well. Under this broader definition, ICH is defined as “the practices, 

representations, expressions, as well as the knowledge and skills, that communities, groups and, in 

some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural heritage.” So here from my perspective, is 

the central core of this intangible cultural heritage: the knowledge and skills of ordinary 

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians that create what we see and hear that makes us who we are. 

This definition of ICH moves us beyond lists, beyond items, beyond the static restoration of old-

looking fossilized pasts, to the way we do things here in Newfoundland and Labrador that make us 

different. Our ICH is who we are, not who we think tourists or other outsiders want to see us as. Our 

heritage is not to be filed away in an archive or museum, listed in a book, fossilized onto a CD or a film 

clip, but ongoing. This is where the work on ICH moves us into very different worlds when it comes to 

what our tasks should be. At a heritage conference in Montreal a year or so ago, one commentator who 

works in the built heritage world claimed that UNESCO’s 

initiatives on ICH were the biggest mistake it ever made, 

that it distorted the notion of heritage. Well, in many 

ways, this comment indicates the threat to the heritage 

world’s status quo. Or, to put it another way, ICH 

redresses the distortions of many heritage programs that 

have made things (be they buildings, other objects, 

books, documents) the sole focus of activity. UNESCO’s 

work is, beyond a doubt, challenging the way we deal 

with heritage. 

To understand better where our efforts need to 

focus here in Newfoundland and Labrador, let me just briefly touch on the three words of ICH, what 

these words of intangible, cultural, and heritage involve and require in terms of new directions. 

As a number of heritage experts have pointed out, intangible contrasts with the tangible. The 

intangible covers the knowledge, values, ideas, practices that are in our heads, these then become 

manifested in what we might hear or see performed. A song is sung, a story spoken, but it lives in the 

moment of performance–whether it be Simani or throat singers—created by the performer’s knowledge 

of what is appropriate at the time for the audience. You will hear the phrase “traditional knowledge” 

or simply TK used to refer to much of what we can consider the intangible of heritage. Sometimes a 

false distinction is made that only indigenous groups have such intangibles as part of their culture, yet 
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such an assertion negates the vast intangible traditions that we all share here in our province. One need 

only to look at the vast knowledge related to the landscape that every community has–as in Calvert--a 

knowledge indicated by names through the woods and country, the stories associated with these names. 

While we can associate the intangible with 

many items we cannot see (such as stories), all 

tangible objects–all artifacts—have intangible 

information. With a boat (these from Tilting, Deep 

Bay and Keels), for example, there is the knowledge 

of how it was made, knowledge about how it 

handles in different conditions of water, the 

information on how it can be used to catch certain 

kinds of fish. No tangible object is complete in any 

museum without the intangible heritage that is a 

part of it. All that we do has intangible information connected with it, but rarely have we bothered to 

document it. 

Moving onto the next term in ICH, what does the importance of “cultural” mean. When I think 

about UNESCO’s work in ICH, I come back to the importance of this idea of 

“cultural” as key to what it is we are interested in. Culture is something 

that a people believe they share, something that gives them a sense who 

they are–from music to particular places. When I was teaching an 

intangible heritage course last month in the University of Victoria’s 

Cultural Resource Management program, several of my students asked why 

so much interest was being shown in ICH in places like Newfoundland and 

Labrador, as opposed to BC. In our discussion, several students commented 

that no one talks about there being a BC identity (except, as one 

remarked, that of growing pot), but regardless of the particulars, 

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians have a strong sense of identity, a strong 

sense of culture. 

So when I think about what work needs to be done, I come back to the fact that ICH deals with 

SHARED ideas and values: the flower services where we decorate and remember; our home devotions; 

special days of the year, as Bonfire Night in Keels. This is the “cultural” in ICH, and it means that ICH is 

shared by groups or communities. As individuals, we all have our own IH, but the IH we share as 

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians in a group, in a community, in our province is the “cultural” of ICH. 
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This brings me to the question of another key concept that draws on UNESCO’s work: that this 

“cultural” dimension means that ICH first and foremost involves grassroots communities–ordinary 

people like Tom Sullivan in Calvert or 

Leslie Coles in Deep Bay. Earlier work by 

UNESCO was criticized because it focused 

not on the people who actually lived ICH, 

but on the professionals who documented 

it, studied it, archived it, performed it. 

The major shift from this earlier work to 

the current convention comes from the 

belief that programs need to focus on the 

actual people from ordinary groups who 

are living examples of a certain tradition. We need to support the tradition, not more studies of it. 

If ICH is reflective of who we are as a people, then it is from the grassroots that our ICH will 

continue to evolve. If this grassroots involvement is crucial, then we must believe that people have the 

ability to choose wisely, to change, to grow. There cannot be a group of experts whose job it is to tell 

people how they should live their culture–what stories to tell, what songs to sing, how to design a mat. 

Hannah Walsh of Holyrood just knew she had to incorporate the nearby oil refinery sign in her art. If our 

culture is to live and flourish, then people need to choose how to engage what has been given to them 

with what is important in the present. I believe that ordinary Newfoundlanders and Labradorians are an 

extraordinary creative and resourceful people that do not need to be told that their culture should be 

lived in only a certain way. 

Finally, the term heritage is a key part of the concept of ICH. I have already noted that 

heritage can cover all forms of cultural activities, from tangible buildings to intangible knowledge. 

However, no matter what form heritage takes, there is implicit in this idea that it is something handed 

down from the past. Clarence O’Toole learned his stories from his father, and passed them on to the 

younger generation in Calvert. UNESCO still uses the term traditional to cover much ICH, and tradition 

carries with it, as well, the idea that the past shapes what we are doing now. These ways, these ideas 

from the past are often mixed with the needs of the present, but heritage is not something completely 

new, completely unrelated to shared ideas and practices. Today’s inventions might eventually become 

tomorrow’s heritage, but there is a feeling that when we engage in heritage we are engaging in the 

long lineage of knowledge and practices of those who have come before us. 

So what is the nature, then, of ICH? What makes it different? We have called our forum 
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“celebrating our LIVING heritage.” When we deal with ICH, we need to completely rethink what our 

work in heritage involves. Unlike notions of heritage that relate to either things or abstract details 

about the past, ICH is a form of heritage closer to natural heritage than built things. When we deal with 

natural heritage (as these fields in Cuslett), we think of ecosystems that we need to protect. So it is 

important to foster the right environment in which species can continue to flourish, unfold, evolve and 

develop over the years. UNESCO’s thinking here is to encourage cultures to continue to live, rather than 

to take static items out of their context.  Keeping an environment healthy for a wide range of living 

species is a different program than taking those species and turning them into stuffed animals in a 

display case, or preserved plants encased in protective coatings. 

This focus on encouraging living culture means there is a fundamental shift from a heritage 

based on products to a heritage based on people. What becomes important is that we think of heritage 

in terms of the people who practice it now (this dance in Terrenceville 

one of the dozens any Saturday night across the province). How can we 

can foster the contexts in which people can continue to express 

themselves through the forms of their culture they deem important? 

The sustainability of this heritage requires not preservation, but what 

UNESCO calls safeguarding. 

Thinking about safeguarding intangible cultural heritage (rather 

than preserving it) means that we recognize that the ICH that is 

important to a community is determined by that community. It is the 

practitioners within the community who become the focal point of 

safeguarding, and the contexts in which they practice their knowledge. 

We are not preserving particular songs, we are encouraging singers to sing (even if the song just learned 

came from an old 78 or new CD). We are not preserving specific knitting designs, we are encouraging 

craftspeople to continue to knit (even if that new set of mitts uses the dreaded phentex). The 

safeguarding focuses on the ongoing nature of these activities in their own communities: the singing in 

Tom Sullivan’s kitchen, using the mitts as Tom and Rob Sullivan cut wood. 

This brings up another important point in the issue of safeguarding. Intangible cultural heritage 

is both ordinary and exceptional. Here we have Mary Margaret and Jim O’Brien from Cape Broyle with 

their mats. If we are talking about everyday activities, and these activities are part of our identity as 

Newfoundlanders and Labradorians, then we must recognize that ordinary people are living their 

heritage. In other words, we all tell stories, we all might be able to make mats or sing a song. 

Safeguarding must, on a basic level, encourage a culture to live by encouraging people to continue to 
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practice what they consider important to their identity. However, among all the talkers, all the singers, 

all the mat makers–some are better than others, some are exceptional at their craft, and this 

excellence is often recognized by the community. What we need to think about, then, is how to be able 

to safeguard and encourage both the ordinary and the exceptional; both need to be dealt with, but 

with very different approaches.  

The question remains for us here in 

Newfoundland and Labrador: what specific 

steps do we need to take in order to begin 

safeguarding our intangible cultural heritage? 

Different types of ICH may require different 

strategies, but let me say that our 

management of this resource falls under four 

specific tasks: documentation–the kind Mark 

Ferguson is doing here with Bill Brett in Joe 

Batts. Then, recognition and dissemination; 

finally, these all leading to encouragement. 

Documentation has been one of the most contentious issues in the work on intangible cultural 

heritage. The proper management of any cultural resource involves first knowing what is actually there 

(like this moose in Seldom); the built environment world has long conducted inventories to determine 

what is found in a region. What about an inventory of ICH in Newfoundland and Labrador? The 2003 

UNESCO Convention puts the creation of a national inventory of ICH as the only requirement of 

safeguarding activity that nation-states who sign the convention must do. Other countries are doing this 

(including Korea and Thailand). Laurier Turgeon is involved in a project with the Government of Quebec 

on inventorying ICH in that province.  

What are the issues here? Inventories can document a wide range of material: performers, 

practices, items themselves (like songs or stories); inventories can provide maps showing spatial 

knowledge, photos showing techniques. During the late 1960s and 70s, folklore students at Memorial 

were required to do recording projects on their home community traditions, and these were deposited 

in MUN’s Folklore and Language Archive. We have already, then, a massive inventory of Newfoundland 

ICH, but from a particular time period. One of the points made about the task of inventorying ICH is 

that ICH continues to change and evolve. New performers emerge, new cultural expressions develop 

from old ones. The Brazilians have begun to deal with this issue by building into their national inventory 

project the need for periodic surveys. In other words, every ten years or so, selected areas may be 
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revisited and revised, and new entries made in a dynamic list. 

One of the potential criticisms about documentation projects generally is that they benefit 

more the professionals who conduct these, rather than impacting upon the grassroots people who are 

actually living the ICH. In defense of the documentation process, I have witnessed over the years the 

impact of such efforts. Ordinary people often assume their traditions are not important, that they have 

local knowledge not valued by the society at large. Yet, I have seen numerous cases where a simple 

documentation project–even by outsiders–has lead to a new appreciation of a local tradition. Probably 

the best example of this is David Taylor’s work in Winterton, Trinity Bay. David initially spent time 

documenting local boat building traditions for his MA thesis. That thesis was published as an academic 

book. But because of his work, local residents believed that what they did was important, important 

enough to start a local group related to this tradition, and eventually founding the Winterton Boat 

building museum. This clearly, then, is an example of how the documentation process can actually lead 

to safeguarding. 

UNESCO puts front and center the task of safeguarding ICH. But there is a dilemma here,  as 

well, for there are cases where safeguarding is just not possible. UNESCO has a special list for ICH “in 

need of urgent safeguarding”–essentially ICH considered under threat. In the reality of the world today, 

no matter how much we want to safeguard, there are obviously 

forms of ICH that will disappear, no matter what is done to promote 

them. In these cases, documentation is even more important, 

because they are forms of knowledge that will no longer be here. 

For example, I spent the summer of 1974 going through some forty 

communities in Conception Bay and the Southern Shore, 

interviewing women like Mary Margaret O’Brien in Cape Broyle and 

Queen Maloney in Bay Bulls about hooking mats. In each 

community, there was a handful of older women who still practiced 

this, but they were the end of a hundred or so years of tradition. 

Mats were still functional then, to be made for use in the home. 

That tradition is now gone, replaced by mats in the art gallery–a 

true sign for any practice that it has gone from process to product, 

from necessity to collectable. In this vein, then, documentation itself becomes an urgent priority, so 

that future generations will have some sense of the information that made up key elements of a 

culture’s life. My taped interviews are now an important source for the new generation that wants to 

rediscover what their grandmother’s knew and did. 
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But even more to my point about the urgency of traditional knowledge disappearing is the 

inshore cod fishery. My images are from a now-vanished activity: the Sullivan crew in Calvert hauling a 

trap, unloading their skiff; Stirling Welcher in Keels ready to set a line of trawls. Every community that 

fished for cod had a tremendous amount of traditional knowledge about the sea (and adjacent land). I 

recorded much of this for Calvert years ago. Nets were located at certain spaces (berths) on the water. 

Names were shared, the water was navigated, good fishing grounds were known by aligning land 

features. Fishers knew how to work nets according to tide and currents; lines were baited and 

retrieved. And at an even earlier time, those fish were properly dried and cured. 

Let me quote from the 

presentation I gave at the AHI 

meeting almost four years ago; 

unfortunately, I still see little 

happening here: “I see no outcry, no 

rescue programme, no survey to 

document the 500 year old traditional 

knowledge relating to the cod (and 

salt cod) fishery here in 

Newfoundland, traditional knowledge 

that will soon disappear forever... If I use a hypothetical example on a similar scale involving buildings, 

what would we be hearing if because of changing economies ALL architecture in Newfoundland and 

Labrador built before 1980 was going to be demolished in the next ten years?  What would NGOs be 

saying? What would governments be doing? The destruction of the traditional knowledge relating to the 

fishery is exactly this scale of tragedy, but emergency policies and programs to document this seem not 

to be there. What we see before us being demolished is a knowledge that has taken 500 years to 

develop, knowledge that shaped a way of life for generations.” Len Brown fishing off of Little Fogo, 

Morley Coles splitting fish in his stage in Deep Bay–these will be scenes our children may never see. 

I believe that we need to create separate policies and programs for traditional artists and 

practitioners of ICH. Professional artists, actors, writers strive to do their craft for a living, and thus 

have their own lobbying groups. While traditional artists are as creative as other artists, their world of 

living heritage is not a part of a professional arts infrastructure. In the United States at the federal 

level, there is a separate program within the National Endowment for the Arts (the equivalent of 

Canada Council) that is devoted solely to what is labeled “Folk and Traditional Arts.” Google state arts 

programs in the United States, and you will often see separate sections on traditional arts (e.g. the 
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South Dakota Traditional Arts Apprentice Program). The Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council has no 

such separate category for traditional or folk artists/practitioners. Of the thirty artists inducted into 

Arts Council’s  Hall of Honour, only three I would consider traditional artists–and these are musicians 

(like Minnie White). And how would the Council react to a submission to induct  a storyteller, a boat 

builder, or a net knitter?  

Some recognition programs designate the exceptional practitioners of various ICH expressions, 

what is referred to as the “Living Treasures” model, first developed in Japan in 1950. In the United 

States, a recognition system has been in place called the National 

Heritage Fellows. Award winners are not singled out as “the best,” 

but, rather, important tradition bearers. The recognition process 

puts them in the public spotlight as distinctive, and being put in 

that spotlight by governments emphasizes the importance of their 

skills to the public. The 2005 NEA fellows included a plasterer, a 

paper-cutting artist, and a decorative wood painter. 

We have our Living Treasures here in Newfoundland and 

Labrador, but rarely do we have ways to hold them up to the 

public to indicate how important their lives have been for our 

culture. Those of us in the ICH business all have our candidates. 

Anita Best often mentions boatbuilder Henry Vokey. Many of us 

would agree on Aly O’Brien. There are others I have met over the 

years I would have liked to have seen recognized: Greta Hussey, 

Queen Maloney. There are so many others. 

One of the major activities for safeguarding is the 

dissemination of the very details of ICH, the knowledge, the performances, the images. Consideration 

might be given to the establishment of a Newfoundland and Labrador website devoted exclusively to 

ICH. We currently have the important Newfoundland and Labrador Heritage Website, but the heritage 

on it is largely historical rather than living culture. Every single community in Newfoundland and 

Labrador contains stories, songs, beliefs, traditional ways of doing things–all could be documented by 

local groups, excerpts placed on a website, accessible to a wide range of people. An attempt was made 

to create an ICH website with Mark Ferguson’s salt fisheries project. There are other models, including 

several by the American Folklife Center of the Library of Congress. In the “Tending the Commons” 

website, for example, when a place on the map is clicked, a list appears of photos and audio clips 

about that community’s traditions–all based on field documentation. 
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Much ICH is learned informally, in everyday situations. But we must realize this knowledge 

needs to be showcased, as well, in the formal educational system (First Nations have already 

recognized the need to do this). Educators must realize that LOCAL experts need to be introduced into 

the schools. Programmes such as “Arts Smarts” and “Cultural Connections” need to be rethought to 

give room to those in the community with skills and knowledge, even if these so-called experts have 

never appeared on stage or in a gallery. Children must realize how much they can learn from their 

elders. 

So where are we today? What is happening? I want to share with you the situation in Keels, 

Bonavista Bay, where I have my summer house–but the example could be from many places. I know 

Keels well, visit it throughout the year, and have watched it change for some 25 years. What heritage is 

ongoing? What continues? In 1991, there were 128 permanent residents; by 1996, there were 101, and 

in 2001, 85–a drop of a third. What do we find there today? Of the 43 homes in the community, only 24 

are now lived in year round (55%). Twelve are summer houses owned by families in the community. And 

then there are eight dwellings that are owned largely by outsiders to the province who come a month in 

the summer. An artist from Philadelphia owns the Orange Lodge; a ceramic artist from Kitchener rents 

his “inspirational studio” by the week to mainland artists; a house owned by Timothy Findley’s agent 

from Toronto is visited only occasionally. Other heritage houses: on the top left the owner from 

Maryland; the one below John Mannion’s, on the right, mine. [Having shutters announces a place used 

only once a year at best]. So on any 

of my trips to Keels throughout the 

year–except for those six weeks of 

summer visitors—about 45% of  

community houses are empty. But 

Keels heritage, to me, is not those 

empty buildings.  

Over the last few weeks as I 

traveled out to Keels on a number of 

occasions, I passed by those empty 

houses–those heritage monuments—

to visit my friends who embody the 

fragile living heritage of the 

community. I watched as Bill Byrne 
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used his scythe to cut grass outside my house in the nearby meadow morning after morning. Bill brought 

the grass to his sister’s (Elizabeth Ann’s), where she and her husband Tom Hobbs have started to raise 

sheep again–the first sheep in Keels after an absence of probably twenty years. 

Next door to Tom and Elizabeth Ann’s, I stopped to visit Rick and Gloria Pardy. During the 

reception at Adrian Welcher’s wedding two years ago at the Hotel Bonavista, one crowded room held a 

group of singers who traded songs. Rick Pardy was one of them, and my friends from Keels kept asking 

him to sing Teddy’s Barn. I was told it was on Rick’s self-produced CD. Rick makes a meager living 

raising chickens, and doing the weekly community garbage run, but singing for him has been a lifetime 

hobby. I stopped to buy that CD 

with Teddy’s Barn, as well as 

his gospel tape. The style of 

traditional/CW blend would 

never pass the culture censors 

at CBC or the St. John’s Folk 

song circles, but I knew that his 

music was an ongoing part of 

Keels life. Rick’s playing at the 

Orangemen’s time each Boxing 

Day is one of the highlights of 

the Christmas season. 

During my visit, I had asked Gloria Pardy about her knitting. During the winter months, she and 

her neighbor Glynis Byrne knit mitts, socks and caps for use by their families. Any extras Gloria puts on 

the counter in Keels’ local shop for sale. I had seen mitts there during one visit, and wanted to buy a 

pair for myself. And, of course, Selby Mesh’s shop is THE place in Keels for stories to be exchanged 

every evening. The latest chat, gossip, jokes, humourous narratives–all part of talk, the key art form–

the intangible shared activity–of Keels life. 

Down the road, I stopped into Lou Byrne’s workshop. As a carpenter, Lou had been working on a 

number of house repairs in Keels and nearby communities. He has spent the last year or so talking with 

older carpenters in the area about their work, including how wooden sash windows were made. He has 

finally tried his hand at these,  and after experimenting on several versions, he is producing what for a 

generation was never seen.  

Just down the lane from Lou’s workshop is the store that his brother Eugene is using to prepare 

his turbot nets for later in the fishing season. Eugene fishes with Jim, his brother, and two other 
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fellows from Keels, and they have been working on 

their nets for several days during my visit last 

week. No longer are entire nets made, but some 

knitting still occurs, as nets are put within the 

rope frames (as they are called), weights are 

positioned, and proper dimensions are 

determined. 

Before leaving, we had Sunday dinner at 

Rosie and Dorothy Welcher’s–the standard fare: 

chicken, fresh meat, salt meat, dressing, gravy, 

potatoes, carrot, turnip, cabbage–and Coke. John Ducey, Bill Byrne and Wanda dropped in, and the 

afternoon of talk began. We talked about the price of crab, the cold weather, what I was going to set in 

my garden this year. Narratives were exchanged about young Adrian’s latest visit to Keels (he is known 

for his narrative skills and humor), and we talked about the skyrocketing prices of old houses that 

people from Ontario or the States are willing to pay. 

Everyone has learned by now that the crowd from 

the States has lots of money to spend on these old 

houses. But, for each old house sold at prices now 

unaffordable to young people just starting out, it is 

one more reason for that young person to head 

west. 

I’m not sure what the future holds here. 

Someone commented to me that Trinity has already 

become Newfoundland’s Nantucket–a ghost town in 

the winter, crawling with tourists in the summer. 

The spill-over from Trinity tourists has meant that nearby English Harbour has been bought up largely by 

the crowd from Connecticut, and they hope to turn the recently sold Anglican Church into an Art School 

and Gallery. That was tried years ago in Keels with the Orange Lodge when the Ontario/Trinity crowd 

started the Northern Lights studio there. I think it only lasted one summer; the two or three 

participants from Ohio boarded with local families, and apparently kept complaining they didn’t get 

enough lettuce. 

Maybe as our living heritage changes, we see developing the form of our new living heritage–

rural Newfoundland as a vast summer arts colony. I think back to the seventeenth and eighteenth 
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centuries, when vast numbers of fishermen came here to work in the summer, leaving in the fall, with 

several caretakers to look after the empty buildings. Maybe we see this trend as I look at Keels, half 

empty most of the year, property increasingly bought by summer artists and heritage house seekers 

from away. We were once a migratory fish colony; we will soon be a migratory arts colony, with, once 

again, temporary summer communities filled with people from other places. If the living heritage–the 

living arts-- of the Byrnes and the Pardys and the Welchers disappear, is this the future?  

You can see the display of my colleague Cory Thorne this afternoon on Newfoundland culture in 

southern Ontario and Virginia. Newfoundlanders have been moving away for years, but perhaps this will 

accelerate, and be our fate for the future. That what we associate now as the living heritage of our 

people–our ICH--will be best found in Fort MacMurray, or somewhere else west of here. The artists who 

are staking a claim will replace those artists of boats and gardens and stories and music who moved 

away. Our culture here will resemble cottage culture north of Toronto, while we document the 

memories of fishing or potato setting or singing in a Calgary apartment. 

I am not saying that change is not good. But I do believe we are at a critical time in our history 

where we need to confront squarely the need to do all we can to safeguard the living heritage we have. 

Every shuttered window is a reminder of an empty house; heritage house after heritage house empty 

for most of the year. We need to put into place policies and program–engaging all levels of government 

and NGOs–to promote the living heritage of our province that has had no advocates to date. We need to 

engage ordinary people who think about what they do as living a heritage in kitchens, on slipways, in 

stores, in gardens, meadows and woods. We must build into what we do an appreciation for the day-to-

day elements of our living culture so that we will continue to do what we think is important, and 

change what is not. We are bombarded by messages all around us to be like other places. But we need 

to counter these messages with messages of our own. We need, finally, to act now if we value the 

living heritage–our intangible cultural heritage—that for generations has made us different, made us 

unique–defined who we are as a people. This is the challenge, and we must safeguard what we have 

now, before we become too much like everybody else. 

 


